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Are you an Apollonian, independent and drawn to the opportunity to date and meet many people?

Or is it Mercury that rules your heart, as you seek romance more for its comfort than its excitement?

The key to these behavioral mysteries lays right in the palm of your hand--literally! Rafe Anderson

has unlocked the ancient art of palm reading in a fun, interactive guide that will give readers hours

of pleasure as they discover the unique attributes revealed by the mounds on their palms, the

shapes of their fingertips, and the amount of hair on the back of their hands. Unlike most palmistry

books that cover general palm reading topics in tireless detail, this book focuses on the individual

palm being read for information about love interests, problems, and opportunities. The reader

carefully answers each question that describes the palm being examined, and is then sent to the

page that further describes their approach to life and gives insight into how they handle some of

life's most significant romantic challenges. Each reading is completely unique! One reading leads to

the next in this intuitive little book, where within minutes you'll be in tune with your true romantic

qualities. But remember, your palm does not control your fate. Rather, it will help you learn to

improve your shortcomings and work with your strengths in the romantic realm.
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An incredibly fun and easy to use guide to all things relating to your future -- through your palm. I

wasn't a believer before, but when I recently received this book as a gift, a whole new world was

opened to me. It is very simple to use and extremely insightful into the inclinations of your

unconscious. Great gift for a wife or girlfriend.



It is a good coffee table book. It is cute a talored to the individual reading it. It is not very in depth

though and only takes a couple of minutes to get the answers to questions about your own palm. I

would not recomend it for someone who wants to know all the ins and outs of palmistry but I would

recomend it for someone who just wants to have a little fun with it. The title is a little deceiving

though. It is definitely not "Total."

An easy to use and informative guide to your own inner psyche. I was initially suspect, but after five

minutes I was sold on this fun, great book. Check it out or buy it for a special lady in your life.
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